
Noah Ribaudo
I am a highly motivated designer with a passion for human-computer 
interaction and modern, clean typography and design. I am an intuitive 
thinker with strong interest in photography and education.

630.538.2264
noah.ribaudo@gmail.com



Intima Identity and Companion App
Client: Intima Experiences Inc.
Brief: Intima is a creative festival that provides artists a platform to 

bring their fans intimate performance experiences. Their mobile 
app allows fans to learn more about and interact with the artists.





Vino Cocoa Perfect Pairings Series
Client: Vino Cocoa Inc.
Brief: The client needed eye catching product design and advertising 

to market their new Perfect Pairings product collection. Their 
collection promises the customer an exciting experience.



Moment Magazine Cover & Spreads
Client: Moment Photomagazine
Brief: Moment is an engaging modern photography magazine, focused 

on providing hobbyist and prosumer-level photographers with 
engaging educational content, and inspiring creativity. 

All Photography By Noah Ribaudo



YouMe Identity and Truck Wrap 
Client: YouMe Hawaiian Poke
Brief: In a visually busy environment like downtown Chicago, YouMe 

needed a clean, strong, and recognizable Identity. Their food 
truck wrap is simple, memorable, and visually engaging.



Tesla UI Overhaul
Client: Tesla, Inc
Brief: The Tesla Model S uses a 17” touchscreen to control all of the car’s  

functions. The new in-car UI was redesigned to clearly present usable  
controls, and take better advantage of the interactivity options. 



BMPC Identity and Social Media Advertising
Client: BuildMyPC
Brief: As a competitor in the online marketplace, BuildMyPC needed a 

memorable identity, and a consistently recognizable online ad 
presence. This identity will help them build a strong reputation.
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Vertiform Identity and Website
Client: Vertiform Inc.
Brief: The first brand to bring custom molded climbing shoes to  

market, Vertiform needed a strong identity. Their site includes a 
tutorial on how customers can create their own shoes.



Food For Thought Awareness Campaign
Client: USFOODWASTE.com
Brief: To raise awareness for food waste, the client needed an eye 

catching visual metaphor. This campaign required both large 
format posters and direct mail advertising. 

Project Title
Client: Client Industries
Brief: Client Industries needed a creative solution to their design problem.
 Their active advertising platforms include print, web, and digital, 
 so there needed to be flexible and reusable assets.  



Yum! Fruit Fusion Sodas
Client: Ruth Foods
Brief: As a newcomer to the drink market, Yum! needed a strong visual identity that 

would connect with a wide audience. Bright colors, strong clean shapes, 
and a friendly smile help make Yum! an attractive choice.




